
“Go-To-Market” Strategy
Waypoint is an association of independent regional brokers who have identified the need to create a 
forum to approach and establish a dialogue on critical issues facing the foodservice industry today.  
Members are focused on improving the go-to-market system by jointly working on key issues that 
impact the effectiveness and efficiency of all the participants.

In the current economic climate, manufacturers need a differentiated “go-to-market” 
system with unique capabilities focused on understanding segments and operators 
as well as having the knowledge, relationships, and experience to move products 
through a complex distribution network.  Waypoint members are continually 
innovating and refining their fact-based “go-to-market” systems. 

Waypoint members are committed to the development of actionable ideas, skills, 
and competencies that enhance their business partners’ ability to consistently 
attract clients more effectively than their competition.  Waypoint members invest in 
the resources that drive success by conducting proprietary research and working 
with their clients to identify new directions and opportunities. 

A major focus for the group has been developing organizational expertise rather 
than individual expertise so that continuity of service is assured. The “Waypoint 10-
Step Selling Process” was developed in conjunction with a global training company 
and implemented across the country with over 600 individual graduates of the 
course.  This process allows the Waypoint members to implement a consistent 
approach across all the markets based on the development of common and 
exceptional sales processes and skills.

WAYPOINT - Looking Ahead 

Waypoint Strategic 
Capabilities

• Creating organizational 
knowledge rather than 
individual knowledge 
in order to maintain 
consistency today and in 

 the future

• Focusing resources on the 
market by creating back 
office efficiency

• Mapping the marketplace 
to identify the “size of the 
opportunity” to clearly focus 
resources

• Recognizing the foodservice 
market is a combination of 
segments, and aligning their 
organizations to reflect these 
new realities

• Developing a portfolio of 
analytical, relational, and 
business skills that support 
the objectives of their clients

• Implementing selling 
processes that provide 
solutions for the operator 
community
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The Waypoint members develop effective and efficient processes that offer their 
partners the opportunity to target segments and clients.  These processes include 
internal teams that assist in the coordination of resources, sales systems that focus 
on execution, and data management capabilities.  True centralization of back office 
environments allows members to re-allocate resources to the sales functions.  
In addition to increasing the effectiveness of the sales teams, these processes 
provide higher levels of service to the clients.  

Waypoint members work with their partners to build plans and tactics that, when 
developed jointly and implemented effectively can drive results.  This approach 
requires talented organizations and individuals with a shared focus on defined 
objectives.   As part of their strategy, Waypoint members recognize the importance 
of cultivating and promoting professionals in their own organizations so as to 
improve the working relationships with their partners.   

Looking ahead, there are clear directives that Waypoint will implement in order to 
support the efforts of their clients:

• Work with clients to develop shared planning systems and processes that drive 
measurable results

• Continue to expand market-based knowledge, analysis and research in order 
to establish new metrics and allocate resources effectively 

• Invest in their organizations, in people, processes, technology, and “go-to-
market” innovation

• Provide a forum for open discussion on the industry’s direction and on factors 
that will affect the industry

• Increase the interaction between clients’ resources and market experts

• Integrate resources with their clients in order to improve the overall efficiency of 
each other’s resources

Waypoint

Waypoint Mission Statement

Our mission is to establish standards of excellence for regional foodservice brokers 
that will deliver results exceeding those currently expected by our go-to-market 
partners.  This mission will be achieved through defining and implementing “best 
practices” that will deliver sustainable efficiencies, will positively impact market 
share, will create effective systems that are of strategic value to manufacturers, 
and will build long-term partnerships with our clients and a foundation of our mutual 
success. 

Waypoint Members
(These are independent operating companies)

John Narkiewicz
President
Benchmark Sales
jnarkiewicz@benchmarksales.com
781.746.0064

Dave Dougherty
President
Dougherty Brokerage Company
daved@dbcfoods.com
402.331.1700

Kevin White
President
FSI Southwest
kwhite@fsisw.com
210.403.1807

Dave Lyons
President
FoodSalesWest
dlyons@foodsaleswest.com
925.371.0942

Bud Taylor
President
Innovative Concept Group
btaylor@innovativeconcept.com
813.282.0200 

Eric Hanson
CEO
APEX Foodservice Group
ehanson@apexfoodgroup.com
610.825.5700
 
Mick Asmussen
CEO
MVP (Midwest Venture Partners)
masmussen@mvpsales.com
847.276.2201


